We have measured scattering angle dependent recoil ion production cross sections for well resolved final charge state of the projectile and derived inclusive multi-electron emission probabilities for 0.53 MeV/u F~+ + Ne, that is in a region where quasi-resonant charge transfer is a dominant reaction channel. We observe that for all scattering angles high multiplicities of electron emission are coupled to high numbers of electrons captured; this phenomenon and the observed individual scattering angle dependencies of the emission probabilities are not understood quantitatively
Introduction
In the past years considerable attention has turned to the mechanisms of electron transfer processes in those ion atom collision which cannot be treated perturbatively. A particularly interesting area is the study of near symmetric collisions of swift highly charged ions in high charge states ( i . e . far above the equilibrium charge state of those ions after foil stripping) and velocities still high however when considering outer shells electrons of the target but slow with respect to inner shell electrons. In such collision systems, e.g. 0.53 MeV/u F~*~+ + Ne, one has observed very large electron capture cross sections into the projectile, even exceeding the geometric cross section, very large electron loss cross sections for the target and also large 6-electron production cross sections. l
In a recent series of experiments we have establisi~ed that emission of continuous energy electrons (-6-electrons) into the continuum cannot be explained by present most advanced ab inito theories like SCA. In particular the decrease of 6-electron emission 
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The dominance of the 8-c recoil charge I00 state as well as,the higher intensity for 9+ than for 7+ is clearly seen.
It is interesting to note that charge states 4+ to 6+ which are associated As preliminary results we deduced inclusive multi-electron emission probabilities from scattering angle dependent recoil ion production probabilities. For pure target ionization processes (i.e. qin -qout -9+ for the projectile) up to quadruple capture (i.e. qin -9+, qout -5+) and simultaneous multiple target ionization we measured absolute recoil ion production probabilities.
In Fig. 3 n-5 to n-8 to drop sharply for n-9. projectile. This difference is very pronounced at small scattering angles and less so but still visible at the largest scattering angles covered in this experiment corresponding to impact parameters well inside the K-shell radius.
For the case where m-5 electrons are emitted into the continuum the situation has drastically changed as compared to m-2; the scattering angle averaged probability rises slightly from qf-9, i.e. no capture, to q f 6 , i.e. 3-fold capture. Except for the pure five fold ionization of the target where bad statistics prohibits deriving more detailed information of the variation of the probability with the scattering angle, the other combinations display a maximum around 0.15 mrad corresponding to roughly twice the diameter of the target K-shell as impact parameter. At such impact parameters the quasi-resonant charge transfer is known to peak.1 It is thus suggested that a significant fraction of high multiplicity electron emission events is due to rearrangement in the widest sense during and after K-shell to K-shell charge transfer events, be it "shake off" during the collision due to the sudden change of charges seen (indistinguishable from "true" ionization), be it radiationless de-excitation (-autoionization) of highly excited target and projectile ions after the collision.
As a general observation we may say that with increasing multiplicity of electrons in the continuum the (qf, qR) combination contributing most shifts to higher capture multiplicity as well; this is true for all scattering angles observed.
A quantitative interpretation of this observation that high multiplicity of electron emission into the continuum is closely coupled to high capture multiplicities can only be done when we also can determine the energy distribution of these electrons in the continuum, and separate true continuous energy electrons from ionization during the collision from autoionization and Auger electrons emitted during rearrangement of the separated collision partners.
